Communication and Language

Physical Development

Personal, Social and Emotional Development



Listening to and retelling stories in the
correct order.



How to keep yourself safe





Moving confidently in a range of ways

Talking about the emotions and feelings of others



Begin to understand ‘how’ and ‘why’
questions.



Good handwashing technique



Offering support and comfort to other
who are upset



Talk while pretend playing



Fine motor - using pencils and tools





Getting dressed for PE independently

Making friendships and beginning to
share



Understand the effects of exercise on
the body.



Importance of eating healthily and be
able to sort food into groups.





Story maps



Listening and recall games



Using vocabulary learnt from stories



Key Texts

Starting to compromise with their
friends

Goldilocks

Be responsible for carrying out small
tasks

Stone Soup

The Magical Porridge Pot

Mathematics - Numbers



Literacy - Reading

Knowing that each objects counts as
one.



Read Write Inc.



Counting up to 10 and beyond



Identify rhyme and onset sounds



Combining groups to make 5



Enjoy and range of books



Singing number songs



Recall stories and anticipate key events



Pie Corbett Actions



Recognising names and key words
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Mathematics—Shape, Space and Measure



Putting events into order



Repeating patterns



2D shapes



Long and short, big and small,



Comparing the size and shape of
objects



Capacity; full/empty

Understanding of the Worlds

Expressive Arts and Design



Solving problems



Creating role play objects from junk



Finding out about different animals



Colour mixing



Different types of weather



Moving to music and following a beat



Complete a program using an iPad





Where we live; drawing a map and
asking questions

Representing experiences through
drawing, music and dance

Literacy - Writing



Giving meaning to marks that they
make while drawing and writing



Writing the onset sounds of words



Drawing story maps



Having favourite songs to sing



Writing names



Construct with a purpose in mind



Write Dance / Dough Disco

